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ABSTRACT
Cellular materials offer high strength accompanied by low-density and can offer high
stiffness, good impact-absorption, and thermal and acoustic insulation. In this paper, the authors
describe their progress towards exploring the use of metal casting into 3D printed sand molds for
creating cellular materials and sandwich panels. The use of 3D printing allows for the
fabrication of sand molds without the need for a pattern, and thus enables the creation of cellular
structures with designed mesostructure from a bevy of metal alloys. The quality-of-fill results
for several cast aluminum cellular parts of varying geometry are presented in this paper, along
with a discussion of overall truss diameter variation.
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1. MOTIVATION
As military vehicles and infrastructure face ever increasingly lethal threats, there is continued
interest for lightweight ballistic armor that will improve vehicle performance and safety and also
decrease vehicle transportation costs. Cellular materials (metallic bodies with interdispersed
voids) are a promising class of structures for addressing this need. Cellular materials offer high
strength accompanied by low-density [1] and can offer high stiffness, good impact-absorption,
and thermal and acoustic insulation [2].
Recent cellular material research has focused in designing the mesoscopic topology (the
geometric arrangement of the solid phases and voids within a material or product of the size
range of 0.1 to 10 mm) in order to effectively support and improve multiple design objectives [35]. Example applications of designed cellular mesostructure include a jet engine combustor liner
that has sufficient strength to withstand extreme pressures and stresses from thermal expansion
while still maintaining open cells that allow for active cooling via forced convection (Figure 1a)
[6] and a lightweight blast resistant panel that efficiently absorbs impact from large impulse
forces (Figure 1b) [7].
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Due to the complex internal geometry,
manufacturing a component with cellular mesostructure
is impossible with traditional subtractive machining.
As such, researchers have looked to advanced
manufacturing technologies to produce this unique
class of materials.

(a) combustor
liner [10]

(b) blast resistant
panel [12]

Figure 1. Examples of Cellular
Materials with Designed
Mesostructure

1.1. Traditional Cellular Material Manufacturing
Stochastic metal foaming processes feature forming gas in liquid metal (Alporas,
Hydro/Alcan/Combal, Gasar/Lotus processes), or by mixing metal powders with a blowing agent
which is then compacted and melted (Alulight/Foaminal techniques) [1]. While these processes
result in structures with cells of random shape, morphology, and distribution [8], they “place
material in locations where it contributes little to material properties (other than density)” [4].
The largest limitation of stochastic cellular structures is the complete lack of control that a
designer has over the topology of the mesostructure; the techniques do not provide repeatable, or
even predictable, results [2]. Furthermore, these techniques limit a designer in the types of
macrostructure that can be made.
Ordered cellular materials are characterized by a periodic unit cell or by a repeating structure
throughout the part. Compared to stochastic materials, ordered structures have superior
mechanical properties, including energy absorption, strength, and stiffness [9]. Ordered cellular
materials have been made by stamping or crimping thin sheets of metal into a corrugated shape
and then joining them to create periodic structures [10]. Alternatively, they have been created by
joining and bonding slotted metal sheets [11], extrusion and electrodischarge machining [12],
and weaving and brazing metal filaments to form a periodic textile [13,14]. Although these
fabrication techniques offer repeatable part quality, they limit the macrostructure of resulting
parts to planar geometries [15], and constrain a designer to the use of a specific homogeneous
mesostructure throughout a part.
1.2. Fabricating Cellular
Manufacturing

Materials

with

Designed

Mesostructure

via

Additive

While stochastic and ordered cellular material manufacturing techniques are capable of
producing light-weight and strong cellular materials, process limitations prevent a designer from
tailoring part mesostructure for specific design intent(s) [4]. To address these limitations,
researchers have turned to Additive Manufacturing (AM) as a means of fabricating these
materials. The layer-by-layer nature of AM processes enable the creation of complex geometries
that cannot be fabricated by any other means. These processes thus provide a designer the
freedom to tailor part geometry for specific design intent(s).
Direct-metal AM processes, which selectively scan an energy source, such as a laser or
electron beam spot over a metal powder bed, are capable of fabricating fully-dense metal
artifacts without the need for additional post-processing. Selective Laser Melting [16, 17],
Electron Beam Melting [18, 19], and Direct-Metal Laser Sintering [20] have all been employed
in research targeted towards fabricating cellular materials. While these processes have been
successfully used to fabricate parts with cellular geometries, their ability to make parts of
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designed mesostructure is limited by inherent process constraints [21]. Specifically, direct-metal
AM processes have a limited set of working materials; for example, aluminum alloys are
challenging to process due to high thermal conductivity and high optical reflectivity. Fabricated
parts also suffer from residual stresses [22, 23] and/or require the use of support structures or
anchors when fabricating large parts with significant overhanging geometries [24]. The required
use of support scaffolds (which must be manually removed later) is especially limiting when
trying to create large cellular geometries, as they would be difficult to remove from the interior
cells. In addition, these processes are relatively expensive and have a low throughput due to
their use of a 1D energy patterning mechanism (i.e., a laser). For these reasons, it can be argued
that direct-metal AM techniques are not capable of fabricating cellular structures of a sufficient
scale for vehicle armor applications.
1.3. Indirect Fabrication of Cellular Materials via AM and Metal Casting
Given the existing limitations of cellular material manufacturing processes, and the design
constraints that they impose on the resultant cellular parts, the goal of this research is to develop
a manufacturing process capable of producing metallic cellular structures with designed
mesostructure. To achieve this goal, the authors look to a hybrid manufacturing process that
combines the geometric freedoms offered by AM with the material qualities offered by metal
casting. Specifically, the authors are investigating a process chain wherein Indirect 3D Printing
(3DP) is used to directly fabricate sand molds for metal casting lightweight cellular structures.
A review of previous efforts in using metal casting to fabricate cellular materials is offered in
Section 2. An overview of the hybrid 3DP/casting process chain is presented in Section 3.
Qualitative pour analysis of components fabricated by the hybrid process is presented in Section
4, along with an investigation into truss diameter variation . Closure and future work is offered in
Section 5.

2. FABRICATING CELLULAR MATERIALS VIA METAL CASTING
In the early 2000’s Jamcorp Inc. explored the use of sand casting to process Lattice Block
Materials (LBM) [25]. The company used specially made preforms to create trussed structures.
Due to the difficulty in fabricating complex patterns for creating the sand molds, the resulting
parts had a planar macrostructure, and a fixed (pyramidal) mesostructure. To alleviate these
geometric constraints, the company also investigated investment casting of LBMs. However, the
resulting components suffered from porosity due to the inability of the fluid to access all parts of
the truss structure [26, 27]. As such, cellular materials created by casting must have trusses of a
certain diameter and all cells must be interconnected.
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2.1. AM & Metal Casting Hybrid Processes
To address the geometric constraints imposed by traditional
casting and pattern fabrication, a few hybrid manufacturing
processes have been proposed.
In these processes, AM
techniques are used to fabricate polymer patterns, which are
then used to create molds for metal casting. For example, in
research conducted by Hattiangadi and Bandyopadhyay,
Filament Fabrication (FFF) is used to produce a geometrically
complex wax pattern, which is then coated in ceramic, burned
away, and cast with metal [28]. Similarly, Chiras and
coauthors used AM to create truss structure patterns for
investment casting process with a high fluidity Be-Cu alloy,
Figure 2 [29]. In addition to FFF, MultiJet Modeling has been
used to fabricate wax patterns for a lost wax casting technique
to fabricate complex heat exchanger designs [30].

Figure 2. Investment Casting
of Lattice Block Material
from ABS Pattern (Chiras
2002)

2.2. Patternless Sand Casting via Indirect 3D Printing
In this work, the authors look to Indirect 3DP as a means of directly fabricating a sand mold
for casting cellular materials. Indirect 3DP is an AM technology that creates artifacts through
the deposition of binder into a powder bed of raw material. Once a layer has been printed, the
powder feed piston raises, the build piston lowers, and a counter-rotating roller spreads a new
layer of powder on top of the previous layer. The subsequent layer is then printed and is stitched
to the previous layer by the jetted binder. A schematic of the indirect 3D printing process can be
seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Indirect 3D Printing Schematic
By selectively printing binder into a bed of foundry sand layer-by-layer, Indirect 3DP can be
used to directly fabricate molds for metal casting. As with all AM processes, 3DP offers
tremendous design freedom for altering mold geometry; with this technology, molds can be
fabricated with integrated gating systems, embedded cores, and without the need for a pattern.
The technology is commercially offered by ZCorp’s ZCast material [31], ExOne’s S-Max and SPrint machines [32], and VoxelJet [33]. Direct digital fabrication of sand molds for casting
eliminates the costs associated with pattern tooling and is thus ideal for low volume production
[34, 35].
Existing research on the use of Indirect 3DP for metal casting has been primarily focused in
casting case studies and studies of resultant material properties [36-40]. The technology has
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been shown to be effective in obtaining cast prototypes with dimensional tolerances that are
consistent with metal casting processes [41]. However, there does not exist any literature
pertaining to the use of this technology to fabricate complex geometries. Studies in which part
complexity is explored are limited to case studies in which existing products are cast with
redesigned mold and core shapes [42, 43].
Indirect 3DP is a suitable AM process for the fabrication of complex cellular geometries
since there is no need for a separate support material that must be removed in post-processing
[44]. Overhanging structures are supported by the unbound powder within the powder-bed
during fabrication. Once printing is complete, the unbound powder is removed from the printed
part using compressed air. The ability to fabricate complex sand molds without patterns is
especially beneficial for fabricating cellular materials – a cellular pattern could not be removed
from a sand mold using traditional sand casting techniques. In addition, Indirect 3DP is
inherently scalable – the use of 2D material deposition (i.e., large inkjet printheads) result in
relatively short build times when compared to powder-bed fusion direct-metal processes.

3. INDIRECT 3D PRINTING OF SAND CASTING MOLDS FOR CELLULAR
MATERIAL FABRICATION
The proposed procedure for creating cast metal parts with a designed mesostructure via
indirect 3D printing follows six distinct steps:
1. Design the desired mesostructure as a solid model in CAD and perform a Boolean
subtraction of the mesostructure from the desired overall geometric shape.
2. Print the mold utilizing the necessary material-dependent printing parameters.
3. Clean the printed mold, ensuring that all channels are clear, followed by heat treatment
of the mold.
4. Create exterior mold to surround printed mold, incorporating necessary casting aspects
(e.g. gates, runners, downsprue).
5. Cast desired metal into mold.
6. Clean the metal part of remaining mold sand and flash, followed by heat treatment to
ensure adequate mechanical properties.
With this process, the authors have been able to create a wide variety of cellular geometries
from a range of castable metals.
3.1. Digital Mold Design
The indirect 3D printing process allows for simple creation of complex mold structures from
a 3D solid model. For this work, the complex mold is designed using netfabb’s Selective Space
Structures (SSS) software [45]. To create the final mold, the designed truss structure is Boolean
subtracted from a prismatic solid. An example of this process is shown in Figure 4. A repeating
octet truss structure is designed using netfabb SSS; the corresponding mold is created via a
Boolean subtraction from a 2-inch solid cube. The Boolean subtraction need not be performed
using a cube, as other shapes, such as a hemisphere, will work as well (as shown in Figure 7 in
Section 4.1).
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Figure 4. Desired Final Shape and Necessary Printed Mold (After Boolean Subtraction)
3.2. Mold Creation
With the digital creation of the mold completed, and exported to .STL format, the file is
imported into the 3DP’s accompanying software (ZPrint), where it is oriented, scaled, and
positioned. As with other powder-bed processes (with direct-metal being the exception), indirect
3D printing allows for the build volume to be completely filled with parts, thus further increasing
the throughput of the process, and further improving the time-to-cast compared with traditional
casting mold creation.
In this work, ZCorp’s Spectrum 510 is used for printing of the molds. The authors have
investigated two powder materials: ViriCast 170LE (Viridis3D LLC) and ZCast 501 (ZCorp).
ZCast 501 is a mixture of foundry sand, plaster, and additives which allows for the casting of
low temperature (non-ferrous) metals such as aluminum, zinc, and magnesium [31]. The
ViriCast powder has the added advantage of being capable of casting ferrous metals, such as
steel, allowing for greater variety in the final casting product. The printing parameters for both
the ViriCast 170LE and ZCast 501 molds are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Print Settings for ZCast 501 and ViriCast 170LE Powders
ZCast 501
ViriCast 170LE
Layer Thickness
0.005 inches
0.004 inches
Saturation Level (Shell)
94%
65%
Saturation Level (Core)
49%
88%
Binder/Volume Ratio
0.204517
0.179066
(Shell)
Binder/Volume Ratio
0.0530748
0.121214
(Core)
Bleed Compensation (X)
N/A
0.0056 inches
Bleed Compensation (Y)
N/A
0.0051 inches
Bleed Compensation (Z)
N/A
0.0039 inches
Once printed, parts remained in the powder bed for 60 minutes to allow the jetted binder to
fully cure. They were then removed and brushed of excess powder. Because of the complex
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truss structure involved in each mold, additional detailed cleaning was required, where
compressed air and a stiff metal wire were used to ensure that each through-channel was clear of
any excess powder. After cleaning, each part was heat treated (250 °F for 2.5 hours, followed by
1.75 hours at 450 °F) to ensure that no moisture remained in the mold, and thus making them
suitable for metal pouring. An example of a final printed rectangular mold can be seen in Figure
5.

Figure 5. Final Printed Mold of Rectangular Geometry
With the printed mold prepared, it is necessary to create an outer mold, consisting of a
downsprue, gates, and runners, to enable the filling of the printed mold. These mold elements
direct the molten metal flow as desired, i.e. filling the printed mold from the bottom to the top.
The design of the outer mold also allows for additional characteristics to be added to the desired
mesostructure; in these examples, a gap between the outer mold and the printed mold creates a
solid plate both above and below the designed mesostructure. This outer mold can be either 3D
printed, or can be made from traditional foundry lake sand that is typically used for mold
creation. The printed cellular mold is encased inside the prepared cope and drag sections, as
shown in Figure 6.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6. Cope (a) and Drag (b) CAD Models with Hand Created Final Outer Mold (c)
3.3. Metal Part Creation
Castings were poured in A356 alloy, a common aluminum alloy used in safety critical
automotive applications due to its good combination of mechanical properties and castability.
A356 ingot was melted in a SiC crucible using an electrical resistance furnace. The temperature
of the metal in the furnace was limited to a maximum of about 760 °C (1400 °F); molten metal
temperature was measured using an immersion thermocouple. Approximately 2 minutes before
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pouring, TiBor (Al-5wt%Ti-1wt%B) was added for grain refinement and Al-10wt%Sr was added
for silicon modification. The castings were poured along with a chilled spectrometer sample for
determining chemistry. The actual pouring temperature was not measured but would be
expected to be ~10-20 °C lower than the temperature in the furnace (actual pouring temperature:
~740-750 °C, ~1365-1380 °F).
At first, the gating system for metal pouring was designed to fill the mold as quickly as
possible but, for subsequent pours, the gating system has been modified to increase the pour time
and slow the metal flow (e.g. though the use of a ceramic foam filter). Castings were relatively
easy to clean. Sufficient heat was available to burn-out enough of the binder such that only light
pressure on a pointed instrument was enough to break the mold apart. No sand burn-on or metal
penetration into the mold was noted. Sand or shot blasting were not necessary to produce a clean
casting.
The cleaned castings were given a standard T6 heat treatment (solution treatment followed
by artificial aging) to produce a good combination of strength and ductility. The castings were
heated to 540 °C (1005°F) in an air circulating furnace and held for about 11 hours at
temperature to spheroidize the silicon particles and put the strengthening elements into solid
solution. At the end of the high temperature cycle, the castings were removed from the furnace
and quenched in a bucket of room temperature water. Next, the castings were artificial aged at
154 °C (310 °F) for 5 hours. During heat treatment, the actual casting temperature was measured
using a chromel-alumel thermocouple attached to the casting.

4. RESULTS
The proposed process was used to create lightweight metal parts of various geometric shapes,
each with an octet-truss based internal structure. While the final parts are not necessarily of
uniform quality, several observations can be made from the results regarding the quality of the
part fill and the mechanical properties of the parts.
4.1. Quality of Part Fill
As discussed previously, this methodology allows for the creation of parts of designed
mesostructure that adhere to different shape profiles. Three distinct shapes were investigated, a
2” x 2” x 2” cube, a 2” x 2” x 4” rectangular prism, and a hemisphere with a radius of 1.5”.
While the molds for all three shapes were printed successfully, the quality of the final cast part
appears to be dependent, in part, on the dimensions and shape of the desired shape.
Representative images of each cast shape can be seen in Figure 7.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7. Final Cast Parts: (a) Cube, (b) Rectangular Prism, (c) Hemisphere
One of the distinct advantages of cellular materials is decreased weight. The final parts
produced by this method demonstrate this potential reduction clearly. The cubic piece, for
example, is nominally 8 cubic inches in volume, if the cubic space were entirely filled and there
were no plates on either side of the truss section. With the designed mesostructure, the part
volume is decreased to 2.77 cubic inches, only 35% of the initial volume. At a density of 2.67
grams per cm3 for the A356 alloy, the truss part would only have a mass of approximately 121.2
grams. The final cast cubic part has an experimental mass of 170.3g, which includes the
additional mass caused by the plates on top and bottom of the part.
From an initial evaluation, both the hemispherical and cubic pieces appear to fill properly
with no missing trusses. The rectangular prism, on the other hand, is prone to unfilled trusses,
specifically near the bottom of the piece. In addition to missing trusses, the bottom plate of the
piece is hollow, rather than a completely filled plate of metal. Both of these phenomena can be
seen in Figure 8, a cross-sectional view of one of the rectangular pieces. Likely causes for both
aspects are trapped gasses occurring within the mold while the metal is being poured, thus
preventing the bottom section from filling properly. By further adjusting the speed of metal
flow, as well as adding additional venting holes on the sides of the exterior mold, these issues
can be likely be avoided.

Figure 8. Visible Defects in Rectangular Part Quality
In addition to several unfilled trusses, this piece also demonstrates potential issues arising
regarding consistent truss diameter. To investigate any significant issues with diameter
consistency, 24 of the interior struts from the one of the cubic pieces (Figure 7a) were measured,
as seen in Figure 9. The diameters for these 24 samples had an average value of 3.7 mm with a
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standard deviation of 0.2 mm. The range of the dataset was 0.9 mm, with the largest truss 13.5%
larger than the average and the smallest truss 10.8% lower than the average. The average value
of these struts is 27% smaller than the designed truss diameter (5.08mm), which is caused by
metal shrinkage that is typical during metal casting.

Figure 9. Measured Trusses for Diameter Evaluation
The authors briefly investigated variation of truss diameter between sections of the part as
well, to determine if the struts at the top of the part were significantly different from those at the
bottom. The specimen was divided into a top section (struts 1-7), a middle section (struts 8-17),
and a bottom section (struts 18-24). The implementation of a one-way ANOVA analysis
identified no significant difference between the diameters in the three sections. In fact, in this
sample, all of the sections have the same average and standard deviation values of 3.7 mm and
0.2 mm respectively, precise to one decimal place.
To better determine the quality of the metal pour, the other half of the rectangular part from
Figure 8 was ground flat and finely polished. This allows for the porosity of the final part to be
observed through a stereo microscope. As Figure 10 shows, there are numerous porous defects
(roughly 0.1 mm in diameter) present within the casting. To address this porosity, future
experiments will focus in pouring the metal in an inert, vacuum environment.

Figure 10. General Porosity with units in mm (left) and Detailed Porous Defects (right)
4.2. Mechanical Properties of Final Part
To provide a preliminary evaluation of the mechanical properties of the final part, a
compression test was performed on a cast part (Figure 7a) that had no incomplete or missing
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trusses and little to no flash. The part was compressed at a rate of 1.5mm per second. A plot
relating the crosshead displacement with the resultant load on the part is shown in Figure 11,
along with an image of the final compressed specimen.

Figure 11. Crushed Specimen (left) and Load vs. Displacement Plot (right)
The compression test shows that the piece can withstand a maximum load of 64.09 kN before
trusses within the part begin to fail. At approximately 12 mm displacement, the failed trusses
began to impact each other within the part, causing the measured load to begin rising again.
Further experimentation will seek to correlate the above experimental results with theoretical
predictions of failure for an octet truss arrangement.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a method for the creation of lightweight, metal cellular structures was presented
utilizing the capabilities of indirect 3D printing and traditional casting techniques. Indirect 3D
printing is advantageous in that it is scalable and relatively inexpensive, and the casting sand
powders used for printing allow processing of many different alloys. The resulting part quality,
while partially dependent on part geometry, demonstrates that this method is capable of
producing completely filled truss structures with minimal diameter variation, In addition,
experimentation shows that the octet structure within a cubic geometry is capable of supporting a
60 kN compressive force before truss failure begins.
For future work, efforts will be focused on combining topology optimization with the process
described herein. Using topology optimization during the initial digital mold creation phase will
allow for structures that are tailored to perform optimally under certain loading conditions. In
addition, efforts will be undertaken to analytically model the flow of the molten metal through
the mold, ensuring that the final parts are poured at to be completely filled, regardless of
geometry. Finally, research will investigate the vacuum casting approaches to eliminate
porosity.
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